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The Omnis Investment, Performance 
and Risk Committee oversees all aspects 
of the Omnis investment offering. The 
Committee discusses the Omnis funds 
and the performance of the external fund 
managers. This bulletin summarises the 
principal discussion points and is the  
latest in a series of regular updates  
from the Committee. 

Market Commentary 

January 
—   Global shares rallied as US President Donald 

Trump met with senior Chinese officials to 
sign the first phase of a trade deal. As part of 
the deal, the US cancelled some tariffs. 

—   Taxes on products imported from abroad.

—   While China agreed to improve the protection 
of intellectual property (patents, trademarks 
and copyrights) and increase purchases  
of US goods and services; 

—   Global shares later handed back some  
of those gains after the outbreak of the 
coronavirus in China. Despite the Chinese 
government’s efforts at containment, the  
virus spread to Europe, the US, Australia  
and other countries in Asia. The World  
Health Organisation declared an emergency 
but said disruption to transport and 
international travel was unnecessary;  

February 
—    Concern over the coronavirus escalated 

sharply, weighing heavily on markets.  
Global shares experienced their worst week 
since the 2008 financial crisis at the end of  
the month as investors moved their money 
into what are traditionally considered ‘safe 
haven’ assets such as government bonds.  
New infection rates appeared to stabilise  
in China, but the virus spread across  
Europe, the Middle East and Africa; 
 

  —   The pound weakened against the US dollar 
after the Prime Minister insisted the UK would 
leave the EU at the end of the transition 
period even if the two sides do not agree a 
free trade deal. There was more bad news for 
the pound when Boris Johnson claimed that 
he would walk away from negotiations if they 
fail to make meaningful progress by June;

March 
—   Global shares tumbled as the spread of the 

coronavirus continued to weigh on markets. 
The impact was not just felt by riskier assets 
like equities, as government bonds, which 
are typically considered safe havens because 
governments are less likely to default, also fell. 
The world’s major central banks responded 
by cutting interest rates to historic lows and 
expanding their bond buying programmes, 
known as quantitative easing;

—   Global shares rallied towards the end of 
the month after the US launched US$2 
trillion worth of government spending in an 
effort to support individuals and industry 
through the disruption caused by the virus. 
New Chancellor Rishi Sunak had previously 
announced a number of emergency measures 
to bolster the UK economy, including loan 
guarantees and a pledge to cover employee 
wages for three months. 

Performance of the Portfolios 
—   Performance by the C1 portfolios remains  

positive since launch, despite the market  
correction caused by the coronavirus;  

—   The C2 and C3 portfolios launched later than  
C1 which means they have missed out on 
some of the gains, so the correction has 
weighed heavier on performance; 

—   A higher allocation to bonds has helped  
the Cautious portfolios weather the  
recent market turbulence; 

—   Remember, the portfolios are designed to  
deliver returns over a five to ten-year period. 

Welcome
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 Graphene C1 Adventurous Model Portfolio     
 Graphene C1 Balanced Model Portfolio     
 Graphene C1 Cautious Model Portfolio 

 
Source: Omnis Investments, Financial Express Analytics, 28th February 2014  
to 31st March 2020. Portfolios rebalanced each 31st August and 28th February.

FIGURE 3: OPENWORK GRAPHENE C1 MODEL PORTFOLIOS, 
TOTAL RETURN OVER 1 YEAR

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Graphene C1 Adventurous Model Portfolio     
 Graphene C1 Balanced Model Portfolio     
 Graphene C1 Cautious Model Portfolio 

  
Source: Omnis Investments, Financial Express Analytics, 29th March 2019  
to 31st March 2020. Portfolios rebalanced each 31st August and 28th February.

Openwork Graphene  
Model Portfolios

The Openwork Graphene Portfolios each offer a selection 
from the Omnis sector funds range. These funds, discussed 
individually below, have been designed specifically to 
complement each other within the Openwork Graphene 
Portfolios, with allocations determined by the Openwork
Investment Committee (see Figure 1).

 
 
FIGURE 1: STRATEGIC ASSET ALLOCATION  
OF THE MODEL PORTFOLIOS
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FIGURE 2: OPENWORK GRAPHENE C1 MODEL PORTFOLIOS,  
TOTAL RETURN SINCE INCEPTION
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FIGURE 4: OPENWORK GRAPHENE C2 MODEL PORTFOLIOS, 
TOTAL RETURN SINCE INCEPTION

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Graphene C2 Adventurous Model Portfolio     
 Graphene C2 Balanced Model Portfolio     
 Graphene C2 Cautious Model Portfolio 

 
Source: Omnis Investments, Financial Express Analytics, 3rd May 2016 to  
31st March 2020. Portfolios rebalanced each 31st August and 28th February.

FIGURE 5: OPENWORK GRAPHENE C2 MODEL PORTFOLIOS, 
TOTAL RETURN OVER 1 YEAR

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Graphene C2 Adventurous Model Portfolio     
 Graphene C2 Balanced Model Portfolio     
 Graphene C2 Cautious Model Portfolio 

 
Source: Omnis Investments, Financial Express Analytics, 29th March 2019  
to 31st March 2020. Portfolios rebalanced each 31st August and 28th February.

FIGURE 6: OPENWORK GRAPHENE C3 MODEL PORTFOLIOS, 
TOTAL RETURN SINCE INCEPTION

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 Graphene C3 Adventurous Model Portfolio     
 Graphene C3 Balanced Model Portfolio     
 Graphene C3 Cautious Model Portfolio 

 
Source: Omnis Investments, Financial Express Analytics, 3rd May 2016 to  
31st March 2020. Portfolios rebalanced each 31st August and 28th February.

FIGURE 7: OPENWORK GRAPHENE C3 MODEL PORTFOLIOS, 
TOTAL RETURN OVER 1 YEAR

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Graphene C3 Adventurous Model Portfolio     
 Graphene C3 Balanced Model Portfolio     
 Graphene C3 Cautious Model Portfolio 

 
Source: Omnis Investments, Financial Express Analytics, 29th March 2019 to  
31st March 2020. Portfolios rebalanced each 31st August and 28th February.
 

The Key Investor Information Documents (KIIDs) and  
factsheets for the Omnis Funds, of which the portfolios  
are comprised, are available from the Omnis website at  
www.omnisinvestments.com.
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Q1 2020 Fact Sheet Commentary 
 
Omnis Multi-Asset Income Fund   
Fund Managed by BNY Mellon Investment Management 
 

The unprecedented global shutdown of societies, economies  
and markets caused shares to react quickly and severely, as 
investors sought the security of what are traditionally considered 
‘safe-haven’ assets such as government bonds. The income paid 
by government bonds, known as yield, reached all-time lows while 
the value of corporate bonds fell amid concerns about the impact 
of the lockdown on various sectors.

Shares weighed the most on performance. The worst performers 
came from shares that are sensitive to economic changes including 
financials, consumer goods and consumer services as lockdowns 
dramatically impacted consumer spending habits. Within alternative 
assets, all asset classes fell as indiscriminate selling resulted in the 
selling of assets that had not been affected by COVID 19. Many have 
since recovered. Greencoat Renewables and BBGI were among the 
strongest performers. Indian Toll Road operator IRB weighed on 
performance as traffic on Indian roads fell. Airline Leasing company 
Doric Nimrod fell on airlines grounding their fleets globally.

The outlook for the global economy and financial markets remains 
extremely uncertain. We continue to look for strong business 
models. Eventually life will return to normal and so will the 
economy. We remain focussed on selecting companies that can 
continue meeting interest payments and growing their dividends. 

Omnis Strategic Bond Fund 
Fund Managed by Fidelity International 

Global markets fell as the coronavirus spread beyond China to a 
multitude of countries. At a sector level, consumer discretionary 
(non-essential goods) was hit the hardest; strong stock selection in 
consumer staples (day-to-day goods) and relatively few holdings 
in energy firms contributed to returns. The fashion retailer Lojas 
Renner weighed on performance. We still believe in the company’s 
long-term prospects though. Relatively small holdings in Tencent 
and Alibaba also hampered returns.  

We took advantage of the market turbulence to add Taiwanese 
IT firms Advantech and Media Tek to the portfolio. The former 
is a market leader in industrial PCs, whilst the latter is a fabless 
semiconductor manufacturer. Elsewhere, we invested in the 
Brazilian retailer Lojas Americanas. 

During the quarter, we reduced our holdings in financials, reflecting 
a tougher operating environment due to lower interest rates and 
lukewarm demand from borrowers. In the long-run, emerging 
markets continue to offer many opportunities, supported by  
growth drivers such as urbanisation and lifestyle changes.  
In general, the focus remains on owning well-managed  
businesses with attractive valuations.
 

Omnis UK All Companies Fund 
Fund Managed by Franklin Templeton Investments 
 

Although easing Brexit and political uncertainties boosted 
domestically orientated companies at the beginning of the 
year, fears about the extent of the COVID-19 pandemic later in 
the quarter saw stock markets fall, with shares suffering from a 
flight to safety by investors. The fund’s performance was largely 
driven by the resilient performance of defensive shares (stable 
companies that pay a consistent dividend) that have held up  
well in the face of the extraordinary events seen in March. 

Amid heightened demand for staple food products, pork and 
poultry producer Cranswick and supermarket chain Tesco were 
key contributors. Conversely, holdings in sectors that have been 
adversely affected by government measures to check the spread  
of COVID-19 were the worst performers.  

As we enter the second quarter of 2020, we believe the 
commercial and economic damage of the COVID-19 pandemic 
will depend on the length of time that social measures are 
enforced. Unfortunately, we are unable to predict from the 
experience of other European countries how the UK will fare.  
In the meantime, we will focus on company financial health  
as we seek other longer-term opportunities for our investors.
 

Omnis UK Smaller Companies Fund  
Fund Managed by Franklin Templeton Investments 
 

Although easing Brexit and political uncertainties boosted 
domestically orientated companies at the beginning of the 
year, fears about the extent of the COVID-19 pandemic later in 
the quarter saw stock markets fall, with smaller companies in 
particular suffering from a flight to safety by investors. The fund’s 
performance was largely driven by selection in shares that have 
held up well in the face of the extraordinary events seen in March. 

Amid heightened demand for staple food products, pork  
and poultry producer Cranswick PLC was a key contributor. 
Conversely, holdings in sectors that have been adversely  
affected by government measures to check the spread of 
COVID-19, such as pub group City Pub Group PLC, were  
among the worst performers.  

As we enter the second quarter of 2020, we believe the commercial 
and economic damage of the COVID-19 pandemic will depend on 
the length of time that social measures are enforced. On a positive 
note, the recent market fall has led to some compelling valuations 
and, in this environment, we will continue to seek opportunities 
among smaller companies for our investors.
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Omnis UK Gilt Fund  
Fund managed by Columbia Threadneedle Investments 
 

UK government bonds rallied in the first quarter, and the income 
they pay fell as investors favoured the perceived safety of core 
government bonds amid fears over the economic and corporate 
impacts of the spread of coronavirus pandemic. A dizzying series 
of responses to the pandemic included travel restrictions and 
lockdowns that brought cities, regions and even countries to 
a near halt; a wave of emergency interest rate cuts and other 
measures by central banks; and the announcement of  
substantial economic support measures by governments.   
   
The economic impact on developed markets of the coronavirus 
will be significant, and we are sceptical that a recovery in 
global activity will be as early as the authorities hope. The 
Federal Reserve (US central bank) and other central banks are 
determined to support governments’ efforts to soften the hit 
to global growth. Demand will be severely hit, unemployment 
will rise and inflation (the rate at which prices rise) will fall. 
The economic shock caused by the virus has led to the Bank 
of England’s sudden interest rate cuts and the government 
announcing measures to support the domestic economy. 

Omnis Sterling Corporate Bond Fund 
Fund managed by Columbia Threadneedle Investments 
 

Sterling corporate bonds had a poor quarter, as credit spreads 
(the difference in income with UK government bonds) widened 
considerably. Investors sold corporate bonds and shares as 
governments took drastic steps to contain the accelerating 
Covid-19 pandemic. Against this, a coordinated response from 
governments and central banks was impressive in its speed, scope 
and scale. Nevertheless, with much of the world under lockdown, 
markets continued to reflect the likelihood of recession in most 
developed economies. Bond selection added value, but asset 
allocation and industry selection weighed on returns.  

Valuations in high quality UK corporate bonds have become 
much more attractive in recent weeks. Meanwhile, the measures 
introduced by governments and central banks will help to offset 
the serious – though temporary – interruption to economic activity. 
Furthermore, many of those measures, including the decision by  
the Federal Reserve (US central bank) to buy corporate bonds,  
is specifically aimed at supporting bond markets. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Omnis Managed Adventurous Fund  
Fund managed by Columbia Threadneedle Investments 
 

Shares and corporate bonds were very weak over the quarter, 
while safe havens such as government bonds generally did  
well. In the first half of the quarter, a still-robust US economy, 
better-than-expected corporate profits and more progress 
towards a US-China trade deal helped push global shares higher. 
However, shares subsequently fell sharply amid mounting 
concerns over the economic impact of the COVID-19 crisis.

The underweight in UK bonds weighed on performance, 
as investors fled to perceived safe-haven assets amid the 
coronavirus pandemic. Security selection benefited returns,  
with share picks in Japan and Europe (not including the UK) 
proving particularly helpful. However, UK share selections 
weighed on returns, with the largest negative contribution 
coming from the Threadneedle UK Fund. 

It was another fairly active quarter for the fund, as market 
fluctuations presented opportunities. We added to most of our 
regional share positions. The most significant adjustment was 
to increase the holdings in the UK, where valuations continued 
to look cheap. We also made significant additions to our share 
holdings in Japan and emerging markets. We pared back our bond 
exposure, reducing the holdings in UK and emerging market debt.

Omnis Managed Balanced Fund   
Fund managed by Columbia Threadneedle Investments 
 

Shares and corporate bonds were very weak over the quarter, 
while safe havens such as government bonds generally did  
well. Early in the quarter, a still-robust US economy, better-than-
expected corporate profits and more progress towards a US-China 
trade deal helped push global shares higher. However, shares 
subsequently fell sharply amid mounting concerns over the 
economic impact of COVID-19.

The underweight in UK bonds weighed on performance, as 
investors fled to safe-haven assets. The underweight in US  
shares also proved a hindrance. In terms of security selection,  
the gains from share choices in the US, Japan and Europe ex  
UK were largely offset by selections within the UK.

We added to most of our regional share positions at the  
lower market levels. The most significant increase was to UK 
shares, where valuations continued to look cheap. We also 
significantly added to Japanese and emerging-market shares. 
In bonds, we realised some gains in UK and global government 
bonds, notably reducing the Threadneedle Sterling Bond Fund.
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Omnis Managed Cautious Fund  
Fund Managed by Columbia Threadneedle Investments 
 

Shares and corporate bonds were very weak over the quarter, 
while safe havens such as government bonds generally did 
well. Early in the quarter, a still-robust US economy, better-
than-expected corporate profits and more progress towards a 
US-China trade deal helped push global shares higher. However, 
shares subsequently fell sharply amid mounting concerns over 
the economic impact of COVID-19.

The overweight allocation to global shares weighed on 
performance as investors favoured perceived safe-haven  
assets and shunned shares. However, the overweight  
allocation to bonds was beneficial. Security selection in 
Japanese and US shares was advantageous, although the  
gains were outweighed by choices in UK shares and bonds.

It was another fairly active quarter for the fund, as market 
fluctuations presented opportunities. We took advantage of 
the lower market levels to increase all of our regional share 
allocations. The most significant increase was to UK shares, 
where valuations continued to look cheap. We also notably 
increased the allocations to shares in Europe (not including  
the UK) and Japan. We took some profits in bonds, reducing  
the holdings in UK and global government bonds.

Omnis Asia Pacific (ex Japan) Fund  
Fund managed by Veritas Asset Management
 

Markets in Asia were lower in the first quarter as Covid-19  
spread first in Asia and then the world. The fund performed 
relatively well, with stocks in healthcare and consumer goods 
declining less than the overall market.

While we are concerned and keenly aware of the damage this 
pandemic is doing to the world, we are nevertheless convinced 
that human resilience and human ingenuity will finally triumph. 
The fall in the market in our mind is unwarranted from the 
longer-term point of view. We have therefore invested some cash 
into additional stakes in our top holdings. We have also invested 
in shares that we have long liked but demurred because they 
appeared expensive. Thus, we have bought more of Samsung 
Electronics and invested in Ling Ning (China’s No.1 sports brand) 
and Meituan Dianping (e-commerce in China focusing on  
food delivery and local services) among others.

The pandemic will have a profound impact on the world and how 
we live our lives. One of the many things that is likely to happen  
is more investments into public health and digital infrastructure. 
This will make our world much more resilient against future shocks 
similar to what we are currently experiencing. We believe there 
will be opportunities for us to do our bit as investors in companies, 
that will help to usher in a better, safer and healthier world.

Omnis Income & Growth Fund  
Fund managed by Jupiter Asset Management

Global stock markets collapsed as it became increasingly clear that 
the only feasible option available to governments to halt the spread 
of Covid-19 is to implement lockdowns and shut down virtually 
the entire economy for an extended period. Value investing, which 
targets companies that appear undervalued, performed poorly 
in this environment. The extremely low valuations on offer at the 
beginning of the year have provided absolutely no protection from 
the market declines, which is disappointing.

The economic outlook has deteriorated significantly, and it is 
virtually certain we are already in a recession. While we have some 
businesses in the portfolio which are more sensitive to changes 
in the economy (e.g. Volkswagen, WPP, Standard Chartered) we 
feel they are conservatively financed and relatively well placed 
to weather what is likely to be an extremely difficult period for all 
businesses. We are also optimistic that governments around the 
world will do ‘whatever it takes’ to avoid a financial crisis and a 
deep long-lasting economic depression and in that context we 
believe the current portfolio offers exceptionally good value  
for the long-term investor.

Omnis Global Emerging Markets Equity Opportunities Fund  
Fund managed by Jupiter Asset Management 
 

Going into 2020, we were focused on identifying those 
companies which in our view were underappreciated by the 
market but were able to take advantage of some type of specific 
or structural change which was likely to be reflected in the share 
price. As a result of our fundamental stock picking process, the 
portfolio was underweight China, favouring overlooked parts  
of the world such as Turkey, Mexico and Russia. 

Though the Covid-19 outbreak originated in China, the Chinese 
market has surprisingly held up better than the rest of emerging 
markets. The portfolio’s underweight therefore weighed on 
performance, while companies in Russia were also weak due to a 
fall in the oil price. In addition, the underperformance of smaller 
companies made life difficult, although our share picks among 
medium-sized and larger companies performed better.

At the time of writing (early April) we have made relatively few 
changes to the portfolio since the pandemic started. Before 
Covid-19 took hold, emerging and frontier market companies 
already looked quite attractively valued to us versus developed 
markets. With the market falls in recent weeks many are now at, 
or close to, all-time valuation lows relative to their own history.

We believe that although the environment has been challenging, 
it has created opportunities. Our aim is to ignore the headlines 
and identify those companies which can first, survive the crisis 
and second, come out the other side in a strong position to 
resume growth.
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Omnis European Equity Leaders Fund  
Fund managed by Jupiter Asset Management  
 

European shares started the year strongly. However, things 
changed utterly when a highly infectious novel coronavirus 
spread worldwide. The speed and severity of the economic 
impact of the pandemic have been unprecedented. We moved 
early when the markets fell to reduce holdings sensitive to 
changes in the economy, such as in financials, and built up cash. 
Over the ensuing weeks we have used the proceeds to add to  
the highest quality shares in our portfolios. We had very few 
holdings in banks, oil & gas, car makers, airlines and our  
quality growth holdings held up relatively well. 

Uncertain about the timeline to recovery, many businesses 
are preserving cash. We have used the time in isolation to talk 
with many of our companies and are confident that, given their 
finances are strong, they do not face existential risks at this point, 
especially after the measures implemented by central banks. 
While shares fluctuate, the silver lining is our ability to buy  
good quality shares at more reasonable prices.

Omnis US Equity Leaders Fund  
Fund managed by T.Rowe Price
 

Within the portfolio, sector allocation drove gains while share 
selection was negative. An underweight allocation to energy, 
the worst-performing sector in the index, was the largest 
contributor to relative returns. Within the financial sector, 
share selection helped. Shares of Willis Towers Watson and 
Intercontinental Exchange fared better than peers. An overweight 
allocation to utility companies was also beneficial. Conversely, 
information technology weighed on returns. Shares of Amphenol 
underperformed. Share selection in industrial companies and 
business services also hurt, led by a position in Boeing. 

We are experiencing a truly unique market environment as a 
result of a global pandemic that has caused massive disruption 
to economies around the world. The scope of its impact on 
economic growth and corporate profits will largely be driven by 
the duration of the crisis, however, we are encouraged to see swift 
and significant government and central bank support to avoid a 
worst-case scenario. With a focus on the longer term, and buying 
high-quality companies at attractive valuations, we think the 
portfolio is well positioned to deliver strong returns.

Omnis US Smaller Companies Fund  
Fund managed by T.Rowe Price
 

Share selection was mainly responsible for returns. Share selection 
in industrial companies and business led results, with holdings 
in professional services performing especially well. Consumer 
discretionary (non-essential goods) added value, primarily due to 
share choices but an underweight position in the sector also proved 
helpful. Shares in information technology aided performance. 
Conversely, share choices in consumer staples (everyday goods)  
and an underweight to health care weighed on returns.

The strategy seeks to make the most of opportunities across the 
broad range of small and mid-sized US companies. The portfolio 
has a collection of core holdings in high-quality companies we 
expect to increase in value over time. We also look for select 
investments in “deeper value” opportunities; companies 
experiencing challenge or controversy of one sort or another,  
that we believe can be resolved in a reasonable timeframe.  
The portfolio holds many income-oriented, income paying 
growth companies, as well as a collection of high-growth 
investments in which we believe other investors do not yet  
fully appreciate the companies’ long-term growth potential.

Omnis European Equity Opportunities Fund  
Fund managed by RWC Partners 
 

Stock markets reached new highs during February, before falling 
rapidly in March as the spread of Covid-19 sent shockwaves 
through global economies. A large decline in global economic 
growth is now inevitable in the second quarter as billions of 
people remain under lockdown. A coordinated global effort 
by governments and central banks has attempted to soften 
the impact, providing hope for a rapid recovery. Economically 
sensitive sectors performed badly in the first quarter, but we 
generated good performance in the non-essential consumer 
goods driven primarily by our largest position, meal delivery 
company HelloFresh, which benefitted from higher demand  
as people stayed and cooked at home. 

The impacts of Covid-19 have presented many challenges but  
also opportunities. Many shares have fallen significantly and  
are now looking extremely cheap. Although we do not target 
specific allocations, the team’s previous experience of investing 
out of recessions has found great opportunities among shares  
that are sensitive to economic changes. This is an area of focus  
for the team, and the portfolio will likely increase holdings in  
these types of investments when the market gets to grips with  
the duration and economic impact of Covid-19.
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Omnis Short Dated Bond Fund  
Fund Managed by AXA Investment Management
 

The Fund benefited from its defensive positioning as spreads 
(the difference in income paid by government and corporate 
bonds) moved sharply wider following the coronavirus outbreak 
becoming a pandemic, with most bond markets recording their 
worst ever monthly total returns in March. We were very active 
during the period, selling for example our holdings in high yield 
US corporate bonds (which are more likely to default) at the end 
of February, before adding back to it towards the end of March. 
Our overweight in investment grade (high quality corporate 
bonds) was reduced in March, as we reallocated towards high 
yield corporate bonds and emerging markets in order to  
benefit from valuations that started to become attractive. 

While the outlook remains uncertain, despite unprecedented 
government and central bank support globally, the significant 
widening of spreads since late February has made us slightly 
more positive and, as such, we started to add to US high yield 
in particular. Should the coronavirus outbreak stabilise and/or 
spreads widen further, we will look to keep on gradually adding 
to high yield and emerging markets by reducing our holdings  
in investment grade.

Omnis Absolute Return Bond Fund  
Fund managed by Hermes Investment Management
 

In March, the fund was affected by unprecedented circumstances 
in bond markets, forcing investors to sell bonds in greater demand 
to raise cash. This resulted in significant underperformance of 
higher rated bonds, bonds due to be repaid in the short term 
and cash. The fund’s reliance on shorter dated bonds for income 
resulted in a large initial drop in value. Market conditions started  
to return to normal at the end of the month thanks to measures 
put in place by central banks. Sectors sensitive to economic 
changes, including Automotive, Banking and Energy were the 
worst performers, while services added to returns. In terms of 
credit ratings, which signals a bond’s level of risk, BBB rated  
bonds were the worst performers and at a regional level,  
North America was the worst performer.

From the beginning of the year, we reduced holdings in the  
UK specialty insurance sector and added to sectors not typically 
sensitive to the economy. We increased existing holdings in  
firms which tend to be bigger and more stable.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Omnis Diversified Returns Fund 
Fund managed by Fulcrum Asset Management
 

Tragically, the world has entered a period of great uncertainty; 
firstly for people’s lives, their livelihood and the global economy.  
It is quite likely that markets fluctuations across major asset 
classes and countries are here to stay. Given how fluid and 
dynamic the current situation remains, our holdings do not have 
a strong bias towards rising or falling markets. While we remain 
cautious, we are opportunistically taking advantage of a wide 
range of undervalued investments. We expect market fluctuations 
to continue, thereby unveiling investment opportunities and we 
have the dry powder to take full advantage of these for our clients. 

Omnis Multi-Manager Adventurous Fund  
Fund managed by Octopus Investments
 

The three-month period to 31 March 2020 was dominated by 
the COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on markets. Shares fell 
heavily as did the pound. Investments in smaller companies and 
those that rely on economic developments fell hardest. Bonds 
and alternative assets were also not immune. In general, funds 
with more defensive investment strategies held up relatively well 
and government bonds in developed markets were one of the 
few ‘safe haven’ asset classes, besides cash. As  recession looked 
increasingly likely, we reduced the portfolio’s holdings in smaller 
companies and invested in a fund that focuses on the long-term 
growth of medium-sized Japanese companies.

Given the current uncertainty over both the outcome of the 
COVID-19 pandemic and the economic fallout, we believe an 
element of caution is warranted on markets. A lot depends on 
the path of containing the virus from here. Experience from Asia 
and Italy so far suggests that after a month or so of lockdown, 
economies can gradually fire up again. If cases start to pick up 
again or continue to cycle round the globe however, then a  
return to normalcy may be stretched out for many months, 
causing greater economic damage. We currently retain higher 
cash levels in our portfolio than usual, to put to work should  
we see valuations weaken, or indications that virus  
containment measures are succeeding.
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Omnis Multi-Manager Balanced Fund  
Fund managed by Octopus Investments
 

The three-month period to 31 March 2020 was dominated by 
the COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on markets. Shares fell 
heavily as did the pound. Investments in smaller companies and 
those that rely on economic developments fell hardest. Bonds 
and alternative assets were also not immune. In general, funds 
with more defensive investment strategies held up relatively well 
and government bonds in developed markets were one of the 
few ‘safe haven’ asset classes, besides cash. As  recession looked 
increasingly likely, we reduced the portfolio’s holdings in smaller 
companies and invested in a fund that focuses on the long-term 
growth of medium-sized Japanese companies.

Given the current uncertainty over both the outcome of the 
COVID-19 pandemic and the economic fallout, we believe an 
element of caution is warranted on markets. A lot depends on the 
path of containing the virus from here. Experience from Asia and 
Italy so far suggests that after a month or so of lockdown, economies 
can gradually fire up again. If cases start to pick up again or continue 
to cycle round the globe however, then a return to normalcy may be 
stretched out for many months, causing greater economic damage. 
We currently retain higher cash levels in our portfolio than usual, to 
put to work should we see valuations weaken, or indications that 
virus containment measures are succeeding.

Omnis Multi-Manager Cautious Fund  
Fund managed by Octopus Investments
 

The three-month period to 31 March 2020 was dominated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on markets. As markets fell, we 
reduced our holdings in shares and increased our holdings in high 
quality company bonds. Performances from portfolio holdings were 
mixed, with investments in more defensively minded funds holding 
up best. In contrast, funds that rely on economic developments 
suffered somewhat. We increased cash in the portfolio by selling 
some holdings that had delivered positive returns. 

Given the current uncertainty over both the outcome of the 
COVID-19 pandemic and the economic fallout, we believe an 
element of caution is warranted on markets. A lot depends on the 
path of containing the virus from here. Experience from Asia and 
Italy so far suggests that after a month or so of lockdown, economies 
can gradually fire up again. If cases start to pick up again or continue 
to cycle round the globe however, then a return to normalcy may be 
stretched out for many months, causing greater economic damage. 
We currently retain higher cash levels in our portfolio than usual, to 
put to work should we see valuations weaken, or indications that 
virus containment measures are succeeding.

Omnis Multi-Manager Distribution Fund  
Fund managed by Octopus Investments

The three-month period to 31 March 2020 was dominated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on markets. When the pound 
weakened, our holdings that invest in domestic UK companies 
suffered, while funds that rely on economic developments also 
underperformed. Busier than usual investment activity in March 
aimed to restructure our share holdings for greater diversification 
and flexibility. We introduced three new funds; one focuses on 
large quality companies, one invests in UK shares, while the  
other specialises in alternative investments such as real  
estate and infrastructure.

Given the current uncertainty over both the outcome of the 
COVID-19 pandemic and the economic fallout, we believe an 
element of caution is warranted on markets. A lot depends on 
the path of containing the virus from here. Experience from Asia 
and Italy so far suggests that after a month or so of lockdown, 
economies can gradually fire up again. If cases start to pick 
up again or continue to cycle round the globe however, then 
a return to normalcy may be stretched out for many months, 
causing greater economic damage. We currently retain higher 
cash levels in our portfolio than usual, to put to work should we 
see valuations weaken, or indications that virus containment 
measures are succeeding.

For more information about Omnis, including fund  
factsheets please contact us on 01793 567 800 or  
visit the website at www.omnisinvestments.com

Important Information
Past performance is no guide to future performance and may not be  
repeated. The value of your investment, and any income derived from it,  
may go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount invested.

Omnis Investments Limited is registered in England and Wales under Company  
Number 06582314, with its registered office at Washington House, Lydiard Fields, 
Swindon, SN5 8UB. Omnis Investments Limited is authorised and regulated by  
the UK Financial Conduct Authority (Firm Reference Number 611694).

Omnis Investments Limited does not provide; and nothing contained within this 
document should be deemed to constitute, financial, investment, tax or any other 
professional advice in any way. This document does not constitute or form part of 
any offer to issue or sell, or any solicitation of an offer to subscribe or purchase any 
investment nor shall it or the fact of its distribution form the basis of, or be relied  
on in connection with, any contract therefore. Retail Clients (as defined in the rules
of the Financial Conduct Authority) should seek the assistance of a Financial Adviser.

The information contained in this document is strictly confidential. The content  
of this document, including but not limited to text and graphics are the copyright  
of Omnis Investments Limited and may not be copied, distributed, uploaded,  
re-published, decompiled, disassembled or transmitted in any way without the  
prior written consent of Omnis Investments Limited.

This document reflects the views of Omnis Investments Limited and/or the Investment 
Managers at the time and may be subject to change. No representation, warranty, or 
undertaking, express or limited, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the 
information or opinions contained in this document by Omnis Investments Limited or 
any of its directors or employees and no liability is accepted by such persons for the 
accuracy or completeness of any such information or opinions. As such, no reliance may 
be placed for any purpose on the information and opinions contained in this document.
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